From Gary T Martin
3rd July 2012
From a very grateful patient
Dear Dr Chen,
As you know I came to see you just over a year ago as I had just
completed 18 weeks of Chemo therapy as I was diagnosed with
oesophageal cancer, as you can imagine I was feeling very depressed
with the shock of having this terrible illness & of course going thru a
terrible 18 weeks of this very toxic medication.
Whilst I was having my Chemo my Oncologist was not very
encouraging in regards to the outcome of the treatment, he made me feel
that it was just the normal course that you take when diagnosed with
Cancer. He was very doubtful of my chances of survival.
My wife Grace is a nurse & of course deals with sick people every day,
she too was very depressed as knowing her husband had Cancer & did
not know what more could be done to help me.
One day she met a patient that had a friend with nearly the same
problem as me, she was informing Grace that her friend was having
Acupuncture & Chinese herbal medicine, she was saying how well her
friend was now she is having this treatment, obviously Grace needed to
find out more, this is when we were introduced to you Dr Chen.
I must be honest I was very sceptical as I thought once you have a
serious illness like this there is no hope, how wrong I was…
Dr Chen you explained to Grace & I everything about the illness, T cells
ect, the immune system & how it works.

Well you got me taking the little herbal pills all 165 a day &
Acupuncture every two weeks; I cannot believe how better I felt in such
a short time.
Dr Chen I still get a bit nervous when I have my CT Scans but I have
been getting good results, the first one I had it showed that my tumour
had shrunk which was a good start in its self, the second CT Scan my
Oncologist could not even see the Tumour, the report said No evidence
of decease.
When you saw my scan I always remember you saying that I have the
insides of a teenager.
I went back to my full time employment shortly after my Chemo, my
colleagues can not believe how well I look, they even say I look better
now than before I were diagnosed, that is a compliment in itself .
Well Dr Chen, I want to thank you so much for what you have done for
me & also thank my dear wife Grace for finding you.
I firmly believe that my outcome would have been completely different
if I did not take this Chinese Medicine.
I am only too happy to recommend you to anyone that needs your help

Warmest Regards

Gary T Martin

